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OIL & GAS

Krech Ojard’s experienced professionals provide custom
engineering solutions for oil and gas transload, storage facilities,
refineries and factories. Whether clients require design or
remediation, our capable team can meet your engineering needs.
We work at length with projects involving materials handling,
conveyance, rail, electrical systems, and equipment and are
pleased to coordinate with clients to design functional systems
that reduce the amount of material degradation or loss during
processing, increasing throughput and distribution rates, and
quickly work through logistics, effectively saving the client money.
With a breadth of real-world experience in mining, rail, oil, gas,
coal and other energy industries, our professionals are uniquely
positioned to understand the needs and expectations of our clients.
We develop realistic, effective, and functional solutions that add
value and safety while minimizing costs for long-term operation.

ENBRIDGE BERTHOLD RAIL LOOPS
Berthold, North Dakota

Krech Ojard engineers were engaged by North Shore
Track, on behalf of Enbridge, to provide construction
management services for the addition of rail track at
Enbridge’s facilit y in Berthold, North Dakota. This includes
a new double rail loop and transload facilit y addition.
MKEC Engineering Consultants, Inc. handled the design
and North Shore Track led as prime contractor for the
construction of the rail loops and transload facilit y. Krech
Ojard engineers supplied on-site engineering, handling
partial construction administration and management
aspects along with North Shore Track.
Krech Ojard engineers also designed an aggregate offloading pit and conveyor systems that unload rail cars at
the transload facilit y.

ENBRIDGE
TANKER UNLOADING

ENBRIDGE
LEAK DETECTION

ENBRIDGE
TERMINAL UPGRADES

Superior, Wisconsin

Northern United States

Superior, Wisconsin

Krech Ojard was tasked with providing engineering and drafting
services for the Superior Terminal Tanker Unloading project. The
project included an installation of a dual sided tanker unloader adjacent
to the Line 14 pump building at the Superior Terminal with sufficient room
for two unloading tankers and two waiting tankers.

Enbridge Energy Partners initiated this project to mitigate risk and
provide an early detection platform to reduce the impact of product
leaks associated with pipeline equipment. Originally working within
the client’s twelve month schedule, Krech Ojard was able to deliver
all engineering within a revised schedule of six months and within the
original budget. Detection equipment was installed at various sites
along existing pipelines in operation in Minnesota and Wisconsin.
Krech Ojard’s responsibility for this project also included the design of
the requested detection systems in three Pipeline Management Areas
covering four separate pipelines.

Krech Ojard was engaged to engineer, design, and coordinate
flow control valves on line #1 of a Wisconsin Terminal. Further
projects also included, but are not limited to, PCV Vibration
reductions and flow metering on extended lines at the terminal.
Engineering staff utilized 3D modeling for the design of the flow
meter upgrades, animated process flow of existing, and new
designs were also utilized. 3D scanning of the facilit y was
performed for accuracy in completing these and other projects at
this Superior, Wisconsin terminal.

FLOW METER UPGRADES
Wisconsin

Krech Ojard was engaged to engineer, design, and coordinate flow control valves on line #1 of a Wisconsin Terminal.
Further projects involved PCV Vibration reductions and flow
metering on extended lines at the terminal.
Engineering staff utilized 3D modeling for the design of the
flow meter upgrades. Animated process flow of existing and
new designs was also utilized.
The client was having difficulty regulating the flow between
meters because there was no actuated flow control valves.
Existing steps involved manual pinching of meter valves.
By way of the upgraded flow meters, the client’s control
center will be able to manipulate flow through the meters
remotely, which offers a number of benefits to the client.

FUELING STATION

AMSOIL

Northern Minnesota

Superior, Wisconsin

CURTIS OIL
MASTER PLAN
Duluth, Minnesota

Designed a new fueling station at a mining facility. The fueling
station is on a new slab next to the existing truck lube building.
Two new 20,000 gallon above ground tank were installed. Double
containment piping runs from the tanks to a pump house and then
underground to the new fueling station. A new 2000 gallon
underground tank was installed near the existing lube building. This
tank is to contain any spills from the new fueling station. A trench
between the lube building and the pump house was dug, adequate
to contain electrical conduit, two double-containment pipes, and a
sump at both ends. The new 20,000 gallon tanks were set on their
foundations, vented and a liquid level indicator installed.

Krech Ojard was hired to design a double spur track for AMSOIL
to receive bulk petroleum and ship refined product, as part of
AMSOIL’s $15million facility expansion. Required coordination with
local government and BNSF Railroad to garner project approvals.

Provided full plans, surveying, specifications and estimates for the
development of Curtis Oil’s expansion in Duluth, Minnesota. The
project consisted of master planning with unique roadway design,
alternative stormwater, above ground silos and storage farms,
transport loading and maintenance, water and sanitary sewer
extensions, platting and site design.

HUSKY ENERGY REFINERY
Superior, Wisconsin

Krech Ojard was hired to provide planning, route layout,
detailed design, and construction administration for Phase
I for 6,300lf of tracks, switches, storage track, and line
structures at this oil refining plant in Superior, Wisconsin.
The rail system included an interconnection with BNSF and
a liquid cargo loading facility incorporating underground
spill catchment and containment.
Phase II of the project tripled the length to 26,000lf,
including accommodation into the yard plan for two
additional loadout docks for a range of petroleum
products. Secondary containment was designed for
train loading operations and project management was
provided for rail yard construction.
KOA engineers also designed foundations, plumbing,
and the fire suppression mechanical, and assisted
client with railroad coordination for additional pipeline
crossing. Electrical engineers provided high mast yard
lighting and security surveillance system coordination.
The high mast lighting includes internally mounted hoisting
apparatus with lighting heads that are lowered to grade level
for ease of maintenance.

HOT WELL PIPE
SUPPORT

LIFT GAS PIPE
ANALYSIS

AMINE CONTACTOR PIPE
VIBRATION

Superior, Wisconsin

Superior, Wisconsin

Superior, Wisconsin

Provided a solution to vibration issues on two separate pump &
pipeline systems. Husky Energy was uncertain what the source of the
vibration was, and were concerned that the pump & pipeline systems
could sustain damage resulting from the vibration. KOA determined
that the vibration was flow induced, and was the result of how the
piping had been re-routed. KOA designed additional pipe supports
for the pipe as re-routed. The design and geometry of the supports
was challenging due to the crowded area through which they pass.
The additional supports attenuated the resonance, the vibration
being dampened by the mass of the wall, resolving the issue.

Performed a stress analysis on the lift gas circuit at an oil refinery.
This pipe circuit provides hot gas to a 200 foot processing tower,
which thermally grows up to seven inches upon startup. The control
loop on this pipe run had been rigidly fixed to the ground since
the last maintenance shutdown, and the client was concerned that
there would be excessive stress the next time the tower was brought
out of service. KOA determined that the induced stress from the
thermal growth/shrinkage of the tower would likely bring the pipe
past yield. With these findings, the client asked KOA to mitigate
this problem. A design for a constant load spring hanger was
developed and ultimately successfully installed.

Krech Ojard was hired to provide a solution for a 2½” pipe that
was shaking excessively with the vibrations being transmitted to
an adjacent handrail. KOA was able to design a solution that
can be installed without shutting down the system. The design
includes t wo sway strut pipe supports that are fixed to existing
welded tabs and a riser clamp pipe support that sits on a new
support structure.

TRANSCANADA
Various Locations

Krech Ojard & Associates’ Electrical Group (KOA)
was contracted to perform project supervision and
reporting functions at eight of TransCanada Pipeline’s
compressor stations located across the central United
States. The KOA Electrical Group was responsible for
all data collection, recommendations or remediation,
and reporting as regarding deficiency findings of the
existing electrical systems. Adjustments were also made
to breaker settings from client supplied data. Project
appropriate repairs were made during inspections and
MCC cleaning progress as well as arc flash analysis
for numerous facilities. Other major maintenance
requirements were noted for inclusion in final reports.
This project was essential to the client who had acquired
some of these facilities through merger where in some
cases no site documentation or only dated information
was available. KOA is a LedCore approved provider of
services.
A third party firm with qualified electricians and a third party
testing agency were also brought onto the team directed by
KOA for a complete and agile method to complete work
in a correct, timely, and orderly manner. Testing included:
breaker testing for proper trip times and amperages,
thermal imaging to reveal elevated temperatures which
might indicate energy inefficiency, connections requiring
tightening, and imminent component failure.

ENBRIDGE
ARC FLASH ANALYSIS
Various Locations in
Michigan, Illinois,
and Indiana
Krech Ojard & Associates was contracted to perform a short
circuit current and arc flash analysis at five of Enbridge/
Vector Pipeline’s compressor stations. The Electrical Group
collected data to create models of the electrical systems in
order to perform the analyses. The ultimate objective was to
specif y and provide labels that warn workers of the electrical
arc flash hazard at various locations at the stations. KOA was
also contracted to provide recommendations for reducing
higher risk areas to arc flash hazard/risk Categor y 2 or lower.

ENBRIDGE
SUPERIOR RELIEF
LINE/NGL MANIFOLD
UPDATES

CN FORT MCMURRAY
TERMINAL
BULK LIQUIDS
TRANSFER TRACK

Superior, Wisconsin

Alberta, Canada

Enbridge Energy retained Krech Ojard & Associates to design a relief
system to provide overpressure protection for five mainline oil and NGL
pipelines from Floodwood, Minnesota to Superior, Wisconsin in the event
of a control valve failure. KOA’s scope of work included the development of
a macro relief plan that would be based on fluid properties, flow rates, line
pressures, and a transient hydraulic study that included comprehensive flow
analysis. KOA was also responsible for the development of bid documents
including drawings, BOM’s, and specification sheets for bidding and
construction purposes. Some of the additional tasks undertaken during
the project execution phase included: permitting, hazard assessments,
construction support, and project close-out documents.

Krech Ojard & Associates developed the concept, handled detail
design and prepared construction documents for CN/International
Bulk Services (IBS) for a new truck to rail liquids transfer facilit y
at the Ft. McMurray Terminal in Alberta, Canada. In addition
to design services, Krech Ojard also provided Construction
Administrative services which required full time on-site monitoring
of contractor activities.
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